LIGHT, BRIGHT, AND
CLEAN-LINED, THESE
CLUTTER-FREE
SPACES SHOW HOW
CONTEMPORARY STYLE
TAKES A WELCOME
TURN TOWARD THE
FAMILY-FRIENDLY.
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Breathing Room
Relaxed by an open floor plan and organic West Coast
ambience, a young family’s Dallas home pays homage
to California’s easy, breezy lifestyle
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abies nap here, there,
and everywhere, as their
mothers—Lisa
Macaraeg’s closest girlfriends—
gather in the kitchen. Sharing a
bottle of wine, they watch over
toddlers just learning to walk and
help Lisa put the finishing touches
on dinner. Lisa’s husband, Biegel,
is on the nearby porch, presiding
over the barbecue with his
buddies. “He loves to grill,”
Lisa says. “He always wants to
make ribs and have everybody
over.” They will eat, she says,
“everywhere.” The dining room
is one option. The porch—
air-conditioned so it’s comfy
on even the most sweltering
Dallas day—is another.
And then there’s the kitchen—
the centerpiece of the home’s
relaxed floor plan. “I wasn’t sure
we’d be able to find a house like
this in Dallas, because so much of
what’s here is traditional,” Lisa
says. “I didn’t want a formal living
room; I wanted to feel like we were
living outside.”
It was a feeling she and Biegel
discovered 10 days after their
wedding, when they moved from
Texas to Southern California.
There, they fell in love again—this

Family room A form-fitting slipcover cloaks
a Quatrine sectional sofa. The glass-anddriftwood coffee table was custom-designed
by Theresa Rowe. Entry The entry hall
announces the home’s bright, breezy
ambience. The concrete-and-iron table
by Brendan Bass is bracketed by stools
re-covered in fabric from Lisa Fine Textiles for
Hollywood at Home.

time, with the Golden State’s
architecture, its ubiquitous
sunshine, and most of all, its
indoor-outdoor lifestyle. All that
was missing were lifelong friends,
and family. “Much as we loved
living in California, once our kids
came along we wanted to be
closer to home,” Lisa says of their
decision to return to Texas.
The couple’s plan was to build a
new house that would mirror all
they’d come to admire about
contemporary California homes:
an open floor plan, abundant
windows to welcome natural light,
and minimal architectural fuss.
Little did they know developer Ben
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Coats was already building a spec
house that would meet their
criteria. “Ben was just at the
framing stage on this house when
our Realtor showed it to us,” Lisa
says. “We knew immediately it
was what we’d been hoping for.”
Its spacious combined kitchen and
living area ticked one box; massive
floor-to-ceiling windows checked
another. “It had the relaxed, airy

feel we wanted,” Lisa says. “All
we needed at that point was
to find someone who got the
California aesthetic.”
Enter interior designer Theresa
Rowe. “I visited California at age
18 and fell in love with everything
about it,” Rowe says, recalling the
first of the 40 visits she’s made
since. “California really was the
first romance of my life.” In other

words, she was the ideal addition
to the team.
Together, she, Coats, Lisa, and
Biegel began amplifying the
home’s already informal spirit. Up
went a texture-boosting, painted
brick wall in the kitchen; the dining
room ceiling was crowned with the
same lightly finished white oak as
the kitchen cabinets. Upstairs, the
vaulted master bedroom ceiling
was covered in wood-look paper,
cozying the large space and
creating a sense of woodsy
continuity throughout the house.
Elsewhere, tiles made of concrete
and clay lent organic influence.
Thanks to whitewashed white
oak floors—one of Coats’ earliest
picks—the house seems to float.
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Kitchen and family room Cooking,
eating, and relaxing all happen in the
family’s favorite open plan hangout
space, where a pair of Edward Wormley
chairs scored on 1stdibs settle in front of
the fireplace. Sculptural stools balance
the sleek edges of a waterfall island.
Dining room An Oly light fixture floats
above a square dining table—the first
thing Rowe purchased for the house–
surrounded by RH chairs. Hand-painted
rice paper wallcovering is from Porter
Teleo. Bar Rowe describes the bar, with
its deeply toned cabinets, as a “fun and
flirty departure” from the rest of the
house. Waterworks “Grove Brickworks”
tile climbs the walls; brass hardware
glamorizes the space.
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Wide open

Designer Theresa Rowe offers tips on taming an open floor plan.
Be consistent Rowe installed a lightly finished white oak ceiling in the dining
room to coordinate with kitchen cabinets. Whitewashed floors were used
throughout the house to emphasize the home’s airy aesthetic.
Define your spaces A painted brick wall ups the texture ante and delineates
the kitchen from the adjoining family room. Using large-scale light fixtures
and area rugs also helps separate one space from another.
Embrace the airiness Light floors, subtle texture, expansive windows, and
a muted (in this case, blue-and-white) palette emphasize the inherent airy
nature of an open floor plan.
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It was not about bringing
in a lot of things.
It was about bringing
in the right things.”
—designer Theresa Rowe

“They give a nod to golden sand beaches,” he says.
“Dark floors would have anchored the house and
given it weight; we wanted the opposite effect so it
would feel airy.” White walls free of distractions
such as crown moldings, window trims, and cased
door openings strip the house to its architectural
essence; even fireplaces are unencumbered by
mantels, hearths, and surrounds. “They’re very
simplistic,” Coats says, “but that simplicity is
precisely what makes them striking.”
Also striking: the home’s expansive windows. At
first glance, they look like metal; in reality, they’re
wood painted steely gray. “The way they sit on the
floor like doors allows natural light to rush into the
house,” Coats says.
Master bedroom An accent
“People think open floor
wall papered in a customplans are great for family
color Quadrille wallcovering
life and entertaining, and
displays one of Rowe’s
favorite tricks for filling a
they are, but what’s really
room without resorting to
great about them is they
furniture overkill. The Danish
give light the best
rope bed hails from the
Smyth Hotel in New York.
possible stage to shine.”
Indeed. If light plays a
starring role in the home, then furnishings are its
supporting characters. “It was not about bringing in
a lot of things,” Rowe says. “It was about bringing in
the right things.” That meant weighty, large-scale
pieces that would suffuse rooms with texture—
think warm woods, driftwood, metals, and
stone—in place of color or pattern. “There’s almost
no color in this house, except the occasional soft
blue,” Rowe notes. Milky-hue linens and cottons
slip over sofas, chairs, and ottomans—so tightly
fitted that they appear upholstered. Vintage
textiles—mud-cloth pillows and cotton Turkish
rugs among them—grace nearly every room. “This
house feels hip without trying too hard,” says Rowe.
“It breathes. It’s sexy—blond, almost.”
Lisa agrees. “When we’re in our house, we really
do feel like we’re in California,” she says. “At least
until we get in the car to go somewhere!”

